
MONTHLY BUSINESS REPORT

Here are 30+ essential business report templates you can use. If you aren't tracking your sales on a weekly, monthly,
quarterly and yearly.

A monthly financial report allows management to make timely decisions regarding the business; quarterly or
year-end statements do not allow management to correct the course quickly enough during the year. But
considering the importance of a status report, you need to make sure they read it before another month ends.
Reviewing the IS against budget allows us to see how we are comparing to what was anticipated, and to make
immediate decisions to change or improve financial results going forward. But to get a high-quality report,
you must employ the necessary procedures involved in developing a report. A data-driven finance report is
also an effective means of remaining updated with any significant progress or changes in the status of your
finances, and help you measure your financial results, cash flow, and financial position. Essentially the lower
your operating expenses the more profitable your business. Goals for the Month Goal-setting is one of the
most important parts of any business document. Good formatting of the report increases readability. For
example, take a look at this summary budget report slide that uses a thematic background image to make it
more engaging: A quick summary page is also the perfect opportunity to creatively visualize data. Tracking
your CCC with visual BI reporting tools is incredibly useful as it provides a quantifiable means of knowing
the length of time it takes for your business to convert its inventory investments, in addition to other resources,
into cash flows from sales. This is why we still mention them and provide examples on what can be tracked
and analyzed every day, but for a long-term view, you should take a look at our weekly and monthly reports.
What were the outcomes? They may be busy individuals, but their minds are very sharp that they can easily
remember things. You can use your results from the sprint that just ended to inform your experiments in the
upcoming print. Personal challenges may also be mentioned for the manager to provide further assistance
when needed. Indirect Method: This metric uses the net income and adjusts items that were used to calculate
the net income without impacting cash flow, therefore converting it to OCF. If it is unavoidable, make it a
point to define them about the project, to make it more readable. A daily report helps businesses quickly
monitor revenue-related factors, so they can increase their revenue. To help you understand how you can
benefit from financial visualizations, here are 4 monthly report examples, complete with explanatory insight
and a deeper insight into their respective KPIs. This helps to monitor whether items are increasing order
overall compared to sales. They can afford our services, and so you can you - pay only for the help you need.
Make sure to name the people who have assisted you or the team in your endeavors as well. Accounts Payable
Turnover Ratio: This shows how quickly your business pays off suppliers and other bills. To follow the results
of your finances so you can identify potential issues that are impacting your profitability. Run experiments to
impact those inputs. These reports are more digestible when they are generated through online data
visualization tools that have numerous interactive dashboard features, to ensure that your business has the
right meaningful financial data. When augmented with crisp, easy-to-read visualizations in the form of
financial dashboards , your business can quickly comprehend and accurately measure critical components of
your financial status over specified time periods. This will help keep stakeholders engaged and update
managers on the latest occurrences involving staff members and project statuses. Cramming is not a good
thing, especially in report writing, when the primary goal is to capture the development and progress of a
project. Understand which inputs and outputs impact those goals. Revenue loss can also originate from
one-time purchases, customers who move to your competitor, or customers who move out of the area. It is
also important to state the goal of the project or the performance target. The below example visualizes this
data and also provides space to draw your own conclusions. Will you be able to borrow less money, invest in
new technology, or hire trained personnel to improve your sales? Project managers should also keep this in
mind and that they need to practice honesty, transparency, and integrity in reporting since top executives can
be surprisingly sharp in remembering even the smallest, most trivial details. These reports give a full
perspective of the current business activity. We work with Wisconsin small business owners all the time.
Weekly reports can help companies gain insights from accurate reporting based on using cash receipts and
disbursements. Presenting related data may be easier through tables, graphs, and charts. Daily reports,
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however, have a limited impact, as most of the financial KPIs that are used need a mid- to long-term
monitoring, and do not provide accurate information if analyzed only on a daily basis. Generally, you will
probably want to break down your OKRs by channel.


